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Design Development (background info) 
First Published 30th March 2020 

 

PLEASE NOTE: 
PRODUCTION AND PACKING NEEDS TO BE AS SANITARY AS YOU CAN MANAGE. CONFIRM YOUR 
ARRANGMENTS WITH YOUR CLIENT (HOSPITAL/HEALTHCARE PROVIDER) BEFORE STARTING!  

We've included these notes to show some of our thinking and how the design developed.   

 

Visor material:  

PETG (VIVAK)  
0.5mm to 1.0mm  
Ordered 0.5mm - 30-50 masks worth  

Poly Carbonate  
Local supplier has 1mm - too stiff, heavy  

Fused Laminating sheets (note the thickness is per double sheet) usually 150 microns, available in 250 
microns.  

OHP Acetate  

Binding covers - 250 micron PVC  
Available as A4 - 100 for 7.25  

Sign makers - foam and plastic assembly  
Print shops  
Reprographics  
Schools  
College 

 

Head strap material:  

Elastic - without holes  
Elastic with holes  
25mm elastic on sample shield  
The liner from a standard safety helmet?  
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Whatever we find needs to be:  

 Cheap  
 Easy to assemble  
 Easy to fit (with gloves?)  
 Easy to remove (with gloves?) 

 

Spacer material:  

Foam - what type?  
Sprung plastic  
Furniture suppliers  
Packing cases  
Yoga mats  

Convoluted packaging foam?  

 convolutions instead of cutouts  
 polyurethane foam suitable for laser cutting  

Start with flat foam. 

Try to get sample of convoluted foam to assess.  

 

Head structure (if needed):  

3D printed plastic  
Profiled plastic sheet   
Cast PU  

Edging strip (if needed)  
Rubber U-channel e.g. https://www.amazon.co.uk/Small-Rubber-Channel-Edging-
Protection/dp/B0735FGF92  
Melt or deburr the edge?  

 

Supply Chain:  

Local stationary supplier has 400 sheets for 250micron A4 binder covers - collecting today  

  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Small-Rubber-Channel-Edging-Protection/dp/B0735FGF92
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Small-Rubber-Channel-Edging-Protection/dp/B0735FGF92
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Question out with upholstery friends on the ribbon and foam.  
Order placed for 5-off 1200*900 30mm thick PU packaging foam.  

 

Challenges:   

 Cutting foam keeping it still in the cutter  
 Bonding foam to visor - Hot glue gun? Tape?  
 Bonding head strap to visor - stapling? Glue? Knots?  
 Cutting radius on the visors - could do a machining operation - CNC as a stack  
 Sterile/clean production process - full throughput - PPE throughout - assume you're infected  

If laser cutting foam, options for intermeshing crennelations:  

 

Early prototype from foam sheet and PVC binder cover – flares out a bit at the bottom - perhaps need 
lower curved stiffener  

This is A4 sheet in landscape mode.  

Foam tape is only 12mm - not enough stand-off distance – contact with glasses.  

Double sided tape is better than hot glue gun.  

Foam, with a self-adhesive back is even better.  

Foam tape looks interesting – a couple of layers of 3M tape. 
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Plastic could be laser cut for an alternative to the foam.   

For lasering – https://cpl.org/wp-content/uploads/NEVER-CUT-THESE-MATERIALS.pdf  

 

First pass foam design:  

 

Foam too stiff to be comfortable. Self-adhesive strip made assembly easy but order of magnitude more 
expensive. 

 Attempt at lasering: 
blue 25mm u polyurethane upholstery foam: flaring, discolouration, smell - overall not successful.  

 

Hot wire cutting  
Hot wire cutting of same 25mm blue foam - much better, cuts easily and leaves a good finish.  
Hot wire setup between two tables to give a continuous surface to allow for cutting of larger sheets. Still 
ideally needs two people to get a good finish, but cutting speed is quick. Notching if needed can be done 
easily, and can be done with strips stacked.  

https://cpl.org/wp-content/uploads/NEVER-CUT-THESE-MATERIALS.pdf
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Blue foam & elastic attached with double sided VHB tape – strong connections, strap a little looser than 
before, comfortable and secure. Some wrinkling due to curvature against forehead. 

 

Production learning points:  

1. Foam cutting table setup with hot wire and alu extrusion fence worked very well;  
2. It's much easier to split the big sheets into wide strips (240/250mm, whatever the appropriate 

matching strip width is - see blue foam in photos) rather than handling the big sheet all the time 
(as per grey foam in photos) - much less leaning over involved!  

3. Grey foam much easier to handle - the blue has much higher friction for some reason on the 
cutting table and fence - the grey slides much more easily;  

4. The blue foam is laserable, but leaves a browned finish - not a good look;  
5. The grey foam is laserable, but don't do it with a full sheet - Some problems early on with it 

catching fire near the edge of the bed where air flow was poor.  Suggest splitting sheets in half 
so as to steer clear of the edges of the bed.  This allows options for crenellations if desired (test 
unit worked fine, comfortable enough, may reduce creasing in foam, though that hasn't been an 
obvious problem with our foam so far).  Whether cut straight, with a more complex profile, or 
even (thinking aloud just now) with a smooth curved profile.  
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